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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a computational cognitive model of
task interruption and resumption, focusing on the effects of
the problem state bottleneck. Previous studies have shown
that the disruptiveness of interruptions is for an important
part determined by three factors: interruption duration,
interrupting-task complexity, and moment of interruption.
However, an integrated theory of these effects is still
missing. Based on previous research into multitasking, we
propose a first step towards such a theory in the form of a
process model that attributes these effects to problem state
requirements of both the interrupted and the interrupting
task. Subsequently, we tested two predictions of this model
in two experiments. The experiments confirmed that
problem state requirements are an important predictor for
the disruptiveness of interruptions. This suggests that
interfaces should be designed to a) interrupt users at lowproblem state moments and b) maintain the problem state
for the user when interrupted.
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INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of interruptions in our society can hardly be
overstated. While writing this first paragraph, I drank a cup
of coffee, looked at Facebook, checked my phone for
messages, had to leave the building for a fire drill, and have
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been asked a question by a colleague. This cartoon image –
true, however – has been confirmed by a long list of
observational studies [15,17,19,21,27,28,31,41]. At the
same time, it is also well known that interruptions are
disruptive: it takes time to resume a task and more errors
are made after an interruption [3,18,20,22,23,26,32,35,45].
Given their widespread occurrence and negative effects on
performance, it is crucial to gain a detailed understanding of
the cognitive processes involved in task interruption and
resumption: only that will enable us to develop software
that can diminish the disruptive effects of interruptions.
Previous research has focused on factors that make
interruptions disruptive [e.g., interrupting task complexity,
duration; 13,14,18,20,22,23,34,35,46], on when users can
best be interrupted [1,25,27,32], as well as on how users
manage interruptions themselves [7,19,29,30,42,45,46]. To
improve our understanding of interruptions, the results of
these studies should be integrated into a cognitive theory.
Such a theory should not only describe in detail what
happens at task suspension and resumption and why some
interruptions are more disruptive than others, but it should
also be capable of making predictions for new tasks.
One proposal for such a theory is Altmann & Trafton’s
Memory for Goals theory [2]. Memory-for-goals assumes
that each task has an associated task goal with a certain
activation level. When a primary task is interrupted, its goal
is stored in declarative memory. The activation of this goal
decays during the interruption, unless it is rehearsed. When
the primary task is resumed after the interruption, its goal
has to be retrieved from memory, which takes time.
Memory-for-goals theory made the prediction that longer
interruptions lead to longer resumption processes, which
was confirmed by several studies [23,34,35,45]. However,
other interruption effects cannot be easily explained within
memory-for-goals theory.
In the current paper we will extend memory-for-goals – and
its explanatory power – by not focusing on task goals per
se, but on the contents of the problem state associated with
each task. The problem state contains information that is
necessary to perform a task, and has been shown to be an
important predictor of interference in multitasking
[8,10,11,12,37]. By taking the contents of the problem state
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Figure 1. A) Resumption time data of [34], B) model fit of memory-for-goals [43], and C) model fit of memory-for-problem-states.

into account, this new theory, memory-for-problem-states,
can explain a wide range of interruption effects. In addition,
because memory-for-problem-states theory takes the form
of a computational process model, it can be used to derive
precise predictions about new combinations of tasks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
we will discuss the background literature on interruptions,
memory-for-goals, and on the effects of the problem state
bottleneck on multitasking performance. We will then give
a detailed account of memory-for-problem-states, show that
it can account for an existing dataset, and derive two new
predictions. Subsequently, we will test these predictions in
two behavioral experiments. Finally, we will discuss the
implications of our theory for interruption research and
derive two recommendations for user interface design.
BACKGROUND
What Makes Interruptions Disruptive?

Researchers have identified several factors that determine
the disruptiveness of interruptions. The three most
consistent factors are interruption duration, the complexity
of the interrupting task, and the moment of interruption.
Several studies have shown that the longer the interruption
is, the longer it takes to resume the interrupted task
[4,23,35], and the more errors are made after the
interruption [4]. In addition, more complex interruptions
(e.g., solving 17+36 as compared to 2+3; [23]) also lead to
longer resumption times [13,14,20,23,35]. Both effects
were nicely demonstrated by Monk et al. [35]. In their
study, subjects were asked to perform a fairly complex
VCR-programming task. This task was either interrupted by
a blank screen, or by one of two different secondary tasks: a
tracking task in which subjects had to use the mouse to
track an icon on the screen, or a complex n-back task. The
length of the interruptions was 3, 8, or 13 seconds. Figure
1A shows how much time it took the subjects to resume the
VCR-task after an interruption. Resumption time increased
with interruption duration for all three tasks and resumption
costs were higher for the more complex interrupting tasks.
A third important determiner of interruption disruptiveness
is the moment of the interruption in the primary task. For

instance, in a related study to [35], Monk and colleagues
again interrupted subjects while they were programming a
VCR [34]. Depending on whether subjects were interrupted
mid-subtask or between subtasks, interruptions were more
or less disruptive. Likewise, Iqbal et al. interrupted subjects
either at high or at low workload moments (determined by
measuring pupil dilation [24] or by GOMS modeling [26]).
These studies confirmed that users take less time to resume
a task when interrupted at low-workload moments [25,26]
(see [32] for an additional example).
To test whether users are aware that they should switch at
low-workload moments, in [42] users were asked to
perform a mail-and-internet task, which was interrupted by
a chat task. Users were free to respond to the chat messages
whenever they thought was best. The results showed that in
94% of the cases users switched at low-workload moments
(low working-memory load), showing that users interrupt
themselves at the ‘correct’ moments (see also [7,30]).
Similarly, [29] showed that users self-interrupted after
reducing their working memory load, and [33] that selfinterruptions lead to lower interruption costs than forced
interruptions (but see [29] for the opposite effect).
In summary, longer and more complex interruptions lead to
higher resumption costs, especially if they interrupt the
primary task at high workload moments.
Memory for Goals

Memory-for-goals theory explains these effects by
assuming that each task has an associated task goal, which
is stored in declarative memory when an interruption occurs
[2,3]. Each task goal has an activation level, which decays
when the goal is not in use. To resume the primary task
after an interruption, its goal has to be retrieved from
memory. Because the retrieval time of a goal is inversely
related to its activation value, the longer the interruption,
the more the goal’s activation level will have decayed, and
the longer it takes to retrieve it – explaining the interruption
duration effect. To account for the effect of interruptingtask complexity, memory-for-goals assumes that users
rehearse the primary task goal during an interruption to
maintain its activation level. If the interrupting task is more

complex, there is less time to rehearse, resulting in higher
resumption costs.
In [43] and [44], Salvucci and colleagues used these
mechanisms to model the VCR-data of Monk et al. [35].
Figure 1B shows the results: the model matched the data
closely. For this model, Salvucci et al. had to make two
important assumptions. First, the no-task condition can be
resumed fastest because users do not have to reorient after
the interruption. Second, users rehearse the primary task
goal only for the first 2.5 seconds of the interruption, as
opposed to rehearsing it during the whole interruption [44].
Otherwise, there would have been no interruption duration
effect in the no-task condition: the activation of the VCRgoal would still be high at the end of the interruption due to
rehearsal, independent of the length of the interruption. In
the n-back condition there were fewer rehearsals than in the
other conditions, because the cognitive system had to spend
considerable time on the n-back task itself. As a result, the
activation level of the VCR-goal was lower in the n-back
condition, which therefore took more time to resume.
Although the explanation of the interruption duration effect
in memory-for-goals is straightforward and accounted for
several datasets [4,23,35], the explanation for the effect of
interrupting-task complexity is less clear. In the example
above, it had to be assumed that users rehearsed for a fixed
2.5 seconds – otherwise the model could not explain the
effects in the no-task condition. A similar no-task effect
was found by Hodgetts and Jones [23], who therefore
concluded that it was unlikely that their subjects rehearsed
at all. Furthermore, Cades et al. compared resumption times
in the VCR task after a simple shadowing-task interruption,
after a complex 1-back task, and after a 3-back task [13].
Although resumption was fastest after the shadowing task,
there was no difference between the two n-back conditions
– while it seems likely that it is harder to rehearse during 3back than during 1-back. Finally, [29] did not find any
evidence for rehearsal during interruptions in pupil dilation
data, although it is well known that memory retrievals are a
cause of pupil dilation [e.g., 40].
Taken together, memory-for-goals provides a simple and
powerful explanation for the interruption duration effect,
but its explanation for the interrupting-task complexity
effect is less convincing, given that users often do not seem
to rehearse during an interruption. Also, it is unclear how
memory-for-goals accounts for the moment-of-interruption
effect. To improve the explanatory power of memory-forgoals, we will not focus on task goals, but on the contents
of the problem state associated with each task.
The Problem State Bottleneck in Multitasking

To perform a task, it is often necessary to maintain some
information mentally. For instance, when solving ‘4x – 8 =
20’, one needs to store the intermediate solution ‘4x = 28’
before calculating the solution. This information is stored in
the problem state, the central part of working memory that
is accessible without a time cost ([5,10], comparable to the

focus of attention in other theories, e.g., [38]). The problem
state acts as a processing bottleneck in multitasking, as it
can only maintain information for a single task at a time,
and thus causes interference when required by multiple
tasks concurrently. In a series of experiments it was shown
that subjects were considerably slower and made more
errors when the problem state was required for two tasks, as
compared to one or none of the tasks [8,10,11,12,37]. Based
on these experiments, a cognitive model was developed that
gave a close account of the results. In the next section we
will combine this model with the ideas behind memory-forgoals to explain task interruption and resumption.
MEMORY FOR PROBLEM STATES

The main idea of memory-for-problem-states is that both
the primary and the secondary, interrupting task can have
an associated problem state. If both tasks require a problem
state, the problem state of the primary task is automatically
stored in declarative memory during an interruption, where
it starts to decay (analogously to task goals in memory-forgoals). After the interruption, the primary task’s problem
state has to be retrieved from memory, which takes time
and can lead to errors when an incorrect (i.e. older) problem
state is retrieved. As in memory-for-goals, the longer the
interruption, the further the activation level of the problem
state will have decayed, and the longer it takes to retrieve it
from memory – explaining the interruption duration effect.
However, in contrast to memory-for-goals theory, this only
occurs when both tasks require a problem state. If the
primary task does not require a problem state, there is no
information that can decay in memory, so there will not be
an interruption duration effect – independent of whether the
secondary task requires a problem state. Furthermore, if the
secondary task does not require a problem state, it will not
disrupt the problem state of the primary task, which will
therefore again not show an interruption duration effect.
This latter situation explains the effect of interrupting-task
complexity: the secondary task will only disrupt the
primary task’s problem state if it is sufficiently complex to
require its own problem state. Interestingly, memory-forproblem-states therefore predicts that it does not matter how
complex the secondary task is, as long as it requires a
problem state. This would for instance explain the results of
Cades et al. [13], who found that although a no-task
interruption was easiest, there was no difference between a
complex 1-back and a 3-back interruption.
Implementation Details

Memory-for-problem-states theory was implemented in the
cognitive architecture ACT-R [6], to enable quantitative
predictions of reaction times and errors. This computational
model is a precise implementation of our theory, and can be
downloaded from http://www.jelmerborst.nl/models. The
main components of memory-for-problem-states are ACTR’s problem state resource and declarative memory store.
As explained above, the problem state resource is used to
maintain intermediate information in a task and can store at

Figure 2. Interruption processing in memory-for-problem-states. Before the interruption, the primary task creates a problem state.
This problem state is moved to declarative memory by the secondary, interrupting task, which requires its own problem state. After
the interruption the resumption process restores the problem state of the primary task, after which the primary task can be resumed.

most a single chunk of information at a time. It is assumed
that information in the problem state can be accessed
instantly, without incurring a time cost. On the other hand,
it was estimated that it takes 200 ms to store a new
representation in the problem state resource [5,10]. When a
new representation is stored, previous contents are
automatically encoded in declarative memory.
Declarative memory simulates short- and long-term storage
of facts. In contrast to the problem state, it contains multiple
memory items. Each item has an associated activation level,
representing the strength of the item in memory. Activation
of an item reflects its frequency and recency of use, and
decays with a power function [6]. An item that has been
used more frequently in the past will have a higher
activation level, as will an item that has been used more
recently. The activation Ai of an item at time t is given by:

⎛ n
⎞
Ai (t) = ln ⎜ ∑ (t − tk )−0.5 ⎟
⎝ k=1
⎠

(1)

in which t1...tn indicate the times when the item was used. In
the case of an interruption, the problem state will be a new
item in memory, and the equation can be simplified to:

Ai (d) = ln(d −0.5 )

(2)

in which d is the time since the start of the interruption.
Retrieving an item from memory takes time. The retrieval
time depends on the activation Ai of the item:

RT ( Ai ) = Fe

− Ai

(3)

in which F is a scale factor. The higher the activation level
of an item, the faster it will be retrieved from memory. In

previous work we have set F to 0.3 [8,9,10,11,12], which
we will adopt in this paper, treating F as a fixed parameter.
Retrieving information from declarative memory is not
always successful: it can either fail altogether because the
activation of an item is too low, or a similar item with a
higher activation level can be retrieved. In the current paper
we will not focus on these mechanisms, but they provide a
possible explanation for errors after an interruption.
The final component of the models in this paper is ACT-R’s
procedural memory [6]. In essence, procedural memory
consists of a set of if-then rules that govern behavior. For
example, there might be a simple rule that says ‘if a fact is
retrieved from declarative memory then store it in the
problem state resource’. It takes 50 ms to ‘fire’ a production
rule, and only a single rule can be fired at a time. For more
details, including how production rules are learned, see [6].
Modeling Interruptions

Figure 2 illustrates what happens around an interruption
according to memory-for-problem-states theory. It shows
the situation in which both the primary and the secondary
task require a problem state – for example being interrupted
by a phone call while writing an article. The primary task
stores a problem state before the interruption, for instance
the topic of the current sentence. When the interruption
occurs and the secondary task stores its own problem state
(say, the date of an appointment), the problem state of the
primary task is moved to declarative memory, where it
starts to decay (bottom of Figure 3). After the interruption
the primary task is resumed. However, first the primary
task’s problem state – the topic of the current sentence –
has to be retrieved from declarative memory.
This resumption process is shown in detail. First, a
production rule ‘Recall PS’ fires that notes that the primary

task’s problem state it not available. It therefore starts a
retrieval from declarative memory. This retrieval takes a
certain amount of time. When the problem state is retrieved,
it is restored to the problem state resource, and the primary
task can resume. Thus, the full resumption process takes 2 ×
50 ms (production rules) + 200 ms (restoring the problem
state) + the retrieval time of the problem state from
declarative memory. The exact length depends on the
duration of the interruption: the longer the interruption, the
further the activation level of the problem state will have
decayed, and the longer it will take to retrieve it.
Modeling Monk et al. (2008)

As a first test of memory-for-problem-states, we used it to
simulate the VCR-task of Monk et al. [35]. The resulting fit
is shown in Figure 1C. The model follows the memory-forgoals models of this task in that it does not attempt to make
a faithful simulation of the VCR task [43,44]. Instead, it is
assumed that the VCR task requires two problem states,
given that it was a complex task with multiple sub-tasks.
In the no-task condition, the interruption did not require a
problem state. However, because only a single problem
state of the VCR-task can be maintained in the problem
state resource, the second problem state of the VCR-task
decays in declarative memory during an interruption.
Therefore, resumption costs increase even in the no-task
condition: the second problem state has to be retrieved after
the interruption, resulting in increased resumption costs
with longer interruptions.
Although the tracking task did not require a problem state
either – there is no intermediate information to maintain in
this task – it did result in higher resumption times than the
no-task condition. According to the earlier models this is
due to the interface of the experiment [43,44]. The tracking
task was presented on the right side of the screen, while the
VCR was presented on the left. In the no-task condition,
participants could stay focused on the VCR during an
interruption, but in the tracking condition they had to look
away from the VCR. This resulted in increased resumption
costs, as subjects had to refocus on the VCR task after an
interruption. Note that the slopes of the resumption costs in
the no-task and tracking conditions are similar, supporting
the idea that the increase is due to the interface.
The n-back task incurred the greatest costs. According to
the model, the n-back task required a problem state to keep
track of previously presented letters. This resulted in the
loss of both problem states of the VCR-task during an
interruption, which decayed in declarative memory. After
an interruption, both problem states had to be retrieved
from declarative memory, resulting in a steeper slope of the
resumption costs with interruption duration than in the other
conditions, both in the data as well as in the model.
Predictions

The memory-for-problem-states model fit well to the Monk
et al. dataset (R2 and RMSD-values are reported in Figure

1). Whereas the memory-for-goals models attributed the
difference between tracking and n-back to differences in
rehearsal [43,44], the new model attributed it to different
problem state requirements of the two tasks. Although this
meant that we did not have to make somewhat ad hoc
rehearsal assumptions, we did have to make the assumption
that the VCR task requires two problem states.
As a stronger test of memory-for-problem-states, we will
now derive two predictions, and test those predictions in
two behavioral experiments. First, memory-for-problemstates claims that the interruption duration effect will only
occur if both the primary and secondary task require a
problem state, or if the primary task requires multiple
problem states. Second, the interruption duration effect
should be stronger (i.e. a steeper slope) if the primary task
requires multiple problem states. Both predictions run
counter to memory-for-goals, which predicts an interruption
duration effect independent of the properties of the primary
and secondary tasks. In addition, memory-for-goals does
not predict that tasks with multiple problem states result in
a stronger interruption duration effect, unless they also have
multiple task goals.
To test these predictions we performed two experiments. In
the first experiment we interrupted a subtraction task with
an n-back task (with varying interruption durations). Both
tasks could be easy (no problem state) or hard (single
problem state). Memory-for-problem-states predicts that we
should only find the interruption duration effect when both
tasks are hard. In the second experiment a text-entry task
was interrupted by an n-back task. The text-entry task
required two problem states in the hard condition (but only
a single task goal) leading to the prediction that resumption
costs should be higher than in the first experiment, and also
occur when the secondary task is easy.
EXPERIMENT 1: SUBTRACTION AND N-BACK

In Experiment 1 we used multi-column subtraction as the
primary task [from 10], which was interrupted by an n-back
task (Figure 3). The subtraction task had two conditions: an
easy condition in which subjects did not have to carry
between columns, and a hard condition in which subjects
had to carry in 5 out of 10 columns. Thus, in the hard
condition subjects mentally had to keep track of whether a
‘carry’ was in progress (solved columns were masked to
ensure that subjects maintained carries mentally, Figure 3).
In the n-back task a rapid stream of letters was sequentially
presented. Each letter was on the screen for 1100 ms,
followed by a mask of 233 ms. The easy condition was a 1back task: subjects had to indicate whether the current letter
was the same or different as the previous letter. A response
had to be made during the stimulus; no response was
required to the first letter. As the mask was very brief this
did not require the use of a problem state: subjects simply
judged whether the shape was the same before and after the
mask. The hard version was a 2-back task: subjects had to
judge whether the current letter was the same as two letters

1100 ms

Start primary task

233 ms

1100 ms

233 ms

1100 ms

Interruption

233 ms

Primary task resumed

Figure 3. Easy subtraction interrupted by 1-back. The start of a trial is shown, including a 4 second interruption.

back. Thus, in the hard condition subjects needed their
problem state to keep track of the letter two-back.

The complete experiment consisted of 72 subtraction trials:
yielding 144 interruptions per subject, 12 per condition.

Stimuli for both tasks were generated anew for each
subject. Half the responses on the n-back task were ‘same’
and half ‘different’. Additionally, no more than three letters
in a row could be the same. Subjects had to press ‘x’ or ‘z’
to indicate ‘same’ or ‘different’.

Statistical Procedure

Subjects

39 students of the University of Groningen participated in
the experiment for course credit. Three subjects had to be
excluded because they underperformed on the hard
subtraction task (< 65% correct or slower than 3,500 ms per
response), two subjects for underperforming on the hard nback task (< 80% correct), and one subject because of
health problems, leaving 33 complete data sets (23 female,
age range 18-27, mean age 20.7). Informed consent as
approved by the Ethical Committee Psychology of the
University of Groningen was obtained before testing.
Procedure

Each trial started with presenting the conditions for the trial
for three seconds, for example: N-Back: easy, Subtraction:
hard. This was followed by the subtraction problem, which
was interrupted twice by the n-back task. The points of
interruption were varied between the 2nd and the 9th
column, that is, subjects always started and finished with
solving at least two columns. There were also at least two
columns between interruptions. This yielded 15 different
trial-types: the points of interruption were unpredictable to
the subjects. Interruptions consisted of 3, 6, or 9 n-back
stimuli, thus 4, 8, or 12 seconds. There was no relation
between the length of the first and the second interruption
in a trial. Finally, feedback was presented for 3 seconds,
indicating the number of correct subtraction columns. Each
trial ended with a 4 second fixation screen.
The experiment consisted of a practice block and two
experimental blocks. The practice block started with three
trials of the easy subtraction task, followed by three trials of
the hard subtraction task, seven 6-step trials of the easy nback task, and seven 7-step trials of the hard n-back task.
Then the real task – including interruptions – was practiced
in four trials. The two experimental blocks were identical,
each consisted of 36 trials: 2 (easy/hard subtraction) x 2
(easy/hard n-back) x 3 (3/6/9 steps first interruption) x 3
(3/6/9 steps second interruption). Trial order was random.

A response time in the subtraction task was defined as the
time between two responses, or, after an interruption, as the
time between the reappearance of the subtraction task and
the response. First responses of each trial were removed, as
were extreme outliers (RTs <250 ms or >15,000 ms), after
which data was removed exceeding three SDs from the
mean per condition per subject (2.74% of the data was
removed). Analyses are on correct responses only.
Results

Participant accuracy on the n-back task was above 85% in
all conditions. Figure 4A shows the resumption costs in the
subtraction task. Resumption cost is the extra cost after an
interruption as compared to normal responses; it is plotted
against n-back interruption duration. The first thing to note
is that as long as subtraction was easy, resumption costs did
not increase with interruption duration. However, there
were fixed resumption costs of about 800 ms in all
conditions. In the hard subtraction/easy n-back condition
the resumption costs were slightly higher, but did not
increase with interruption duration either. Resumption costs
only increased with interruption duration in the hard/hard
condition. A repeated-measures ANOVA (Table 1)
confirmed main effects of Subtraction Difficulty and NBack Difficulty. Furthermore, the interaction effect between
Subtraction Difficulty and N-Back Difficulty was
significant, but the three-way interaction between
Subtraction Difficulty, N-back Difficulty, and Interruption
Duration was not significant.
We subsequently performed simple effects analyses to
investigate the model’s prediction that we should only
observe increasing costs with interruption duration in the
hard-hard condition. For each n-back/subtraction condition
we tested whether there was an effect of Interruption
Duration. These analyses confirmed that there was no effect
of Interruption Duration as long as either the subtraction
task or the n-back task was easy (Fs < 1). In the hard/hard
condition, we found a significant effect of Interruption
Duration (F(1,32) = 4.17, p = .0495, ηp2 = .12). Thus,
resumption costs only increased with interruption duration
in the hard/hard condition, and the ANOVA therefore
confirmed the qualitative predictions of our theory.
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Figure 4. Resumption costs in Experiment 1 (A),
and model fit (B). Error bars indicate standard error.
Model

Figure 4B shows the quantitative fit of a memory-forproblem-states model to the data of Experiment 1 (R2 and
RMSD-values are reported in the figure). Memory-forproblem-states predicted that we should only find an effect
of interruption duration when both tasks require a problem
state. This is clearly shown in Figure 4B, where there is no
difference between any of the conditions involving an easy
task. The data shows a fixed cost of about 800 ms in all
conditions. The model only predicted a fixed cost of ~355
ms. To make the effects comparable, we added 445 ms to
the model results in all conditions. This is not meant to give
an explanation of these costs, but only to ensure that we
estimated the costs due to problem state recovery correctly.
Discussion

In Experiment 1 we tested the prediction that there should
only be an effect of interruption duration on resumption
costs when both the primary and the secondary task require
a problem state. This prediction was confirmed by the data.
Our model fit shows that memory-for-problem-states can
account for the main effects in the data. However, the
model underestimated the resumption costs by about 455
ms in all conditions, and did not predict the overall
difference between easy and hard subtraction.
In Experiment 2 we will test the second prediction of
memory-for-problem-states: when the primary task requires
multiple problem states, resumption costs should be higher,
and the resumption costs should increase with interruption
duration even if the secondary task does not require a
problem state.

Source
Subtraction Difficulty
N-Back Difficulty
Interruption Duration
Subtraction x N-Back
Subtraction x Int. Duration.
N-Back x Int. Duration
Sub. x N-Back x Int. Duration

F(1,32)
p
33.83 < .001
25.38 < .001
3.69
.064
5.44
.026
1.77
.19
1.83
.19
2.51
.12

Table 1. ANOVA results for Experiment 1.

trial, however, as soon as subjects clicked on the first letter
the word disappeared, and the rest of the word had to be
entered without feedback (subjects did not see what they
entered). Thus, in the hard condition subjects had to keep
track of what the word was and at which position they were
within the word. We assumed that they needed two problem
states for this: one for the word and one for the position in
the word. Each text-entry trial (entering a 10-letter string)
was interrupted twice by the n-back task.
The 10 letter words for the hard version of the text-entry
task were handpicked from a list of high-frequency Dutch
words to ensure that similarities between words were kept
at a minimum. These stimuli were also used in the easy
text-entry task, except that the letters within the words were
scrambled (under the constraint that a letter never appeared
twice in a row). Thus, subjects were presented pseudorandom sequences of letters that they had to enter one-byone in the easy condition. By scrambling the words, we
controlled for letter-based effects, while preventing the use
of strategies to predict the next letter.
Subjects

16 students of the University of Groningen participated in
the experiment for course credit (12 female, age range 18–
22, mean age 19.2). Informed consent as approved by the
Ethical Committee Psychology of the University of
Groningen was obtained before testing.
Statistical Procedure

Extreme outliers were removed from the data (RTs < 250
ms or > 10,000 ms), after which we removed data
exceeding three SDs from the mean per condition per
subject (in total 0.92% of the data was removed).

EXPERIMENT 2: TEXT-ENTRY & N-BACK

In the second experiment, we used the text-entry task from
[10] as the primary task, and again interrupted it with an nback task, which used digits instead of letters. Unless noted
otherwise, the design, procedure and analysis were identical
to Experiment 1.
The text-entry task had two conditions: in the easy
condition subjects were presented with a letter, they had to
click on the corresponding button, followed by the next
letter, etc. (Figure 5). In the hard version, subjects had to
enter a 10-letter word. This word was shown at the start of a

ηp2
.51
.44
.10
.15
.05
.05
.07

Tim

e

Figure 5. Interface of the easy (left) and hard (right)
text-entry task.
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ensure that we estimated the costs due to problem state
recovery correctly.
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Figure 6. Resumption costs in Experiment 2 (A),
and model fit (B). Error bars indicate standard error.

Source
Text-Entry Difficulty
N-Back Difficulty
Interruption Duration
Text-Entry x N-Back
Text-Entry x Int. Duration.
N-Back x Int. Duration
Text-E. x N-Back x Int. Duration

F(1,15)
155.96
18.92
33.11
16.24
22.04
3.75
3.18

p
< .001
< .001
< .001
.001
< .001
.07
.09

Experiment 2 was conducted to test the second prediction
of memory-for-problem-states: if a task requires multiple
problem states, the resumption costs will be higher and will
always increase with interruption duration, also if the
secondary task does not require a problem state. This
prediction was confirmed, and a memory-for-problemstates model gave a good account of the data. In addition,
Experiment 2 confirmed with a new task that there is no
effect of interruption duration on resumption costs as long
as the primary task does not require a problem state.

ηp2
.91
.56
.69
.52
.60
.20
.17

Table 2. ANOVA results for Experiment 2.
Results

Participant accuracy on the n-back task was in all
conditions over 90%, indicating that subjects focused on the
n-back task. Figure 6A shows the resumption costs. Again,
there was no effect of interruption duration as long as textentry was easy. However, when text-entry was hard, there
was clear interruption duration effect, which was stronger if
the n-back task was also hard. The ANOVA (Table 2)
confirmed these results: besides main effects of Text-Entry
Difficulty, N-Back Difficulty, and Interruption Duration,
also the two-way interaction effect between Text-Entry
Difficulty and N-Back Difficulty was significant. The threeway interaction showed a trend towards significance.
Model

Figure 6B shows the fit of a memory-for-problem-states
model. Because the model assumes that subjects needed
two problem states to perform the hard n-back task, it
predicted an effect of interruption duration also when nback was easy, which was confirmed by the data. The effect
was even stronger in the hard/hard condition – easy to see
in the data (Fig. 6A) but also present in the model (Fig. 6B)
– which the model explained by two problem states
decaying in declarative memory instead of one, and both
problem states having to be restored after an interruption.
As the data shows a fixed cost of about 400 ms in all
conditions, we added this cost to the model. Again, this is

Although interruptions are ubiquitous in our society, an
integrated theory of their effects is still absent. In this paper
we proposed a first step towards such a theory in the form
of a computational process model: memory-for-problemstates. Memory-for-problem-states is based on memory-forgoals theory [2] and on research into the problem state
bottleneck [10]. It can be regarded as a more specific
version of memory-for-goals: instead of focusing on
general task goals, memory-for-problem-states looks in
detail at the cognitive requirements of each task. For
example, where memory-for-goals predicts an interruption
duration effect for every task, memory-for-problem-states
specified this to tasks that need a problem state. As support
for memory-for-problem-states we first used it to simulate
an existing dataset [35]. As a stronger test, we subsequently
derived two a priori predictions from the model. These
predictions were confirmed by two behavioral experiments,
yielding strong support for our theory.
Memory-for-problem-states can account for three important
factors in interruption disruptiveness: interruption duration,
interrupting-task complexity, and moment of interruption.
The interruption duration effect is explained by assuming
that the problem state(s) associated with the primary task
are stored in declarative memory during an interruption,
and have to be retrieved on resumption. The longer the
interruption, the further their activation in memory will
have decayed, and the longer it takes to retrieve them.
The effect of interrupting-task complexity is explained by
assuming that complexity can be defined as problem state
requirements of the secondary task. The primary task’s
problem state will only be moved to declarative memory
and result in higher resumption costs if the secondary task
requires a problem state. Thus, a more complex secondary
task that needs a problem state will result in higher costs.
Finally, memory-for-problem-states can explain momentof-interruption effects. It was shown in multiple studies that
it is better to be interrupted between tasks [25,26,34] than in
the middle of a task. Memory-for-problem-states explains
this by assuming that it is likely that someone has an active

problem state in the middle of a task, but not between tasks.
During an interruption, this problem state has to be stored
in memory, and it has to be retrieved on resumption. For
example, in the route-planning task in [24], information had
to be maintained as a problem state during a subtask, but
not between subtasks. It was shown that this was related to
higher workload [24], as well as to higher resumption costs
when interrupted during the subtask [25]. This problemstate explanation of the moment-of-interruption effects is
also in line with the statistical model of [26], which showed
that Task Level, Difficulty of Next Subtask, and CarryOver between Subtasks, were the most important predictors
of interruption disruptiveness. All three factors are clearly
related to problem state requirements; especially CarryOver is an almost identical concept.
Memory-for-problem-states does not explain all costs
related to task interruption and resumption. Even in the two
relatively simple experiments that we presented in this
paper, we had to add a basic cost to the model results to
account for the data. These costs might be due to general
task reorientation costs, for instance related to task-set
reconfiguration (cf. task switching, [36]). In addition,
complexity is all-or-nothing in our framework: a secondary
task requires a problem state or not. While this is most
likely a simplification, it presents a first step to defining
complexity in processing terms, which is necessary given
that “the term complexity has been inconsistently defined”
[35:302] in the literature. Our experiments have shown that
problem state requirements are at least an important part of
a full complexity definition.
To make interruption less disruptive, memory-for-problemstates makes two suggestions for user interface design.
First, our theory suggests interrupting users at low-problem
state moments. Where others have successfully interrupted
users at low-workload moments [1,24,26,32,34], we specify
that low workload should be defined as an absence of
problem state usage. As Iqbal et al. have shown, these
moments might be determined by using detailed task
models [26] or by using physiological measures such as
pupil dilation [24]. However, given that pupil dilation is
sensitive to many other processes than problem state usage
[29,40], task models seem preferable.
Second, our model proposes that resumption costs are due
to problem state restoration. To decrease resumption costs,
problem state restoration should be aided by presenting the
problem state of the user in the environment. The idea of
presenting cues to aid resumption is not new [16,33,39].
However, where previous approaches have sometimes
recorded the entire task interface [39], we limit this to
problem state information. Although this might be difficult
– it is information that users maintain mentally, after all – at
least in some situations it is possible [e.g., 8].
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